
Tech Sheet

Product Description:

Fast n Brite uses a blend of  mild, polishing abrasives, 
carnauba wax and ceramic polymers to create an easy to use
one step.

Fast n Brite is perfect for using on a vehicle that needs light
to medium paint correction.  It will remove oxidation, light
to medium scratches, halograms, & spider-webs and then
seal the paint and protect it for up to 6 months.

It is the perfect product for use in auctions and high 
volume detailing shops.

Fast n Brite can be used with wool or foam pads.  Just
choose the pad to create the cut / polish attributes.  Most
customers use a medium grade foam pad.  It provides
enough cut to remove paint imperfections while polishing to
a flawless finish.

Fast n Brite is recommended for use with a high speed
buffer, but can also be used with an orbital polisher.  It will
cut less and polish / finish better with the orbital polisher.

Advantages:

All in one cleaner & sealant
Contains long-lasting Si02polymers
Versatile & easy to use
Very low residue - Low Dust
Last for months
Non-smearing. Works in all types of  weather
Use with high speed or orbital polishers

Part Numbers:
16 oz.  # 22-302
32 oz.  # 22-303
1 gallon bottle  # 22-304

Directions:

1.  Surface should be clean and cool to the touch.
2.  Apply with a high speed or orbital polisher
3.  Apply a small amount of  product to pad or paint 

surface and spread over a 2’ x 2’ area.  
Try to keep pad flat at all times while spreading
product evenly over the paint surface.

4.  Buff  evenly until surface is smooth and product is
almost gone.

5.  Remove residue with a microfiber towel. Continue to
next section.
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